
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA

SHEII.A T. MULLIS,

Plaintiff,

l:llCY22

CAROLYN W. COLVIN,
Acting Commissioner of Social
Security,

Defendant.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND RECOMMENDATION
OF UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

Plaintiff, Sheila T. Mullis, brought this action pursuant to Section 205(Ð of the Social

Secudty Act (the ",\ct"), as amended (42 U.S.C. SS 405G), to obtain teview of a ftnal

decision of the Commissioner of Social Secutity affitming the cessation of het Period of

DisabiJity ("POD") and DisabiJity Insurance Benefits ("DIB") undet Title II of the Act.1

The Cout has before it the certified administtative tecotd and cross-motions for judgment.

t Carolyn W. Colvin became the Acting Commissioner of Social Security on February 74,2073.
Pursuant to Rule 25(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Ptocedute, Carolyn \W. Colvin should be

substituted for Michael J. Astrue as Defendant in this suit. No furthet action need be taken to
continue this suit by reason of the last sentence of section 205(9) of the Acq42 U.S.C. S 405(Ð.
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I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Plaintiff filed an application fot a POD and DIB on May 21,,2002 alleging a disability

onset date of November '1,0, 2001,. Çr. 90-92.) O" June 18, 2002, Plaintiff was found to be

disabled under the ,{.ct as of November 1,0, 2001, (Id. at 21,, 34.) On October 2, 2007,

Defendant concluded that Plaintiffs disability ceased as of December 2006- (d. at 61,-72.)

On November '1.4, 2001, Plaintiff requested a hearing befote an Administrative Law Judge

(",{LJ"). Qd. at 76.)2 ,{t the July 8, 2008 heaitng were Plaintiff, her attorney, and a

vocational expert ('1/E"). (Id. at 420, 422.) In his November 25, 2008 decision, the ALJ

detetmined that Plaintiff was no longet disabled under the Act as of Decembet 1,2006. Qd.

at21,-33.) On November 17,20'1,0, the Appeals Council denied Plaintiffs request for review,

making the ALJ's decision the Commissionet's final decision. Qd. at 5-8.)

Plaintiff was forty-nine years old as of December L, 2006,hadat least a high school

education, and is able to communicatein English. Qd. at31..)

III. STANDARD FOR REVIESí

The Act ptovides that, for "eligible"3 individuals, benefits shall be available to those

who are "under a disability," defined in the,A.ct as the inability:

to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of
any medically determinable physical or mental impafument
which can be expected to result in death ot which has lasted ot
can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than
12 months[.]

'Transcrþt citations refer to the administrative tecord.
t eUgrUitity requirements for DIB are found at 42IJ.S.C. $ a%(a)(t).

2
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42u.s.c. s 423(dx1xÐ.

Once the decision has been made to graiflt a claimartt benefits, thete is no

presumption of continuing disability, see id. S 423(Ð(4); r^ther, that decision is subiect to

periodic review. See 20 C.F.R. S 404.1589. The pdot determination-the "compatison point

decisioll"-is used as a refetence to evaluate whethet any medical imptovement has been

reahzed relating to the individual's ability to work. 42U.5.C. \ an$);20 C.F.R. S 404.1594.

The Commissioner defines "medical improvement" as:

^ny dectease in the medical sevedty of your
impaitment(s) which was present at the time of the most recent
favotable medical decision that you were disabled ot continued
to be disabled. A detetmination that thete has been a dectease

in medical severity must be based on changes (improvement) in
the symptoms, signs andf or labotatory findings associated with
your impairment(s)[.]

20 c.F.R. S 404.1se4þX1).

In turn, the medical improvements that are televant to a disability detetmination must

be those that increase an individual's functional capacity to engage in gainful acttvity, i.e., the

ability to do basic work. 20 C.F.R. S 404.1594(bX3), (4). To make this detetmination, the

Commissionet employs an eight-step sequential analysis:

(1) Is the beneficiary working?

Q) If not, does the impaitment meet ot equal a listing?

(3) If not, has thete been "uny" medical imptovement?

(4) If medical improvement, does such imptovement relate to the ability to wotk?

3
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(5) If no improvement, does an exceptiona apply?

(6) If there is an improvement related to work ability, are the current impaitments,

alone ot in combination, "severe"?

(7) If there is a severe impairment, does the benefìciary's residual functional czpacity

("RFC") permit performance of past wotk?

(8) If not, does the beneficiary have the RFC to perform othet work? 20 C.F.R. S

404.1,594(Ð(1)-(3). If the Commissionet finds conclusively that a clatrnant is disabled 
^t ^ny

point in this process, teview does not ptoceed to the next step. See id.

The scope of judicial review by the federal courts in disability cases is nanowly

tailored to detetmine whether the findings of the Commissionet are supported by substantial

evidence and whethet the cottect lawwas applied. Nchardsoø u. Perales,402 U.S. 389 (1,971);

Johnson u. Bamhart,434tr.3d 650,653 (4th Cir. 2005). Consequently, the Act precludes a de

novo review of the evidence and requires the Cout to uphold the Commissionet's decision

as long as it is suppoted by substantial evidence. See Mastro u. Apfel,270 tr.3d 1'71','176 (4th

Clr.2001) (citing Craigu. Chater,76F.3d 585, 589 (4th Cit. 1996)). Substantial evidence is:

evidence which a teasoning mind would accept as

sufficient to support a parttculat conclusion. It consists of more
than a mete scintilla of evidence but may be somewhat less than
a preponderance. If there is evidence to justi$' a refusal ¡e direct
a verdict wete the case before a jtty, then thete is "substantial
evidence."

o Norr. of the "exceptions" listed in subsections (d) and (e) of the tegulation arc arppltcable heteto.

4
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S hiueþ u. Heckler, 7 39 F .2d 987 , 989 (4th Cir. 1984) (quoting l-^aws u. Celebreçe, 368 F .2d 640,

642 (4th Ck.1,966)). Thus, it is the duty of this Court to give careful sctutiny to the whole

record to assure that thete is a sound foundation for the Commissionet's fìndings, and that

this conclusion is rzi:.jronal. Thomas u. Celebrege,331, tr.2d 541.,543 (4th Cir. 1,964). If there is

substantial evidence to support the decision of the Commissionet, that decision must be

affirmed. Blalock u. Nchardson, 483 F.2d773,775 (4th Cn. 1,972).

rv. THE ALJ'S DTSCUSSION

In deciding that Plaintiff is no longer entitled to benefìts, the ALJ made the following

findings, which have been adopted by the Commissioner:

(1) The most tecent favotable medical decision finding that the
claimant was disabled is the decision dated June 18, 2002.
This is known as the "compatison point decision" ot CPD.

Q) At the time of the CPD, the claimant had the following
medically detetminable impaitments: breast cancer. These

impairments wete found to meet section(s) 13.098 of 20

CFR Part 404, Subpart P, Appendix 1 (20 CFR 404.1,520(d)).

(3) Thtough December '1., 2006, the date the claimant's
disability ended, the claimant did not engage in substa¡ttaI
gainful activity (20 cF'R 404.1,594(Ð(1)).

(a) The medical evidence establishes that, as of December 1,

2006, the claimant had the following medically detetminable
impairments: disotdets of the back, neüopathy of the feet,

stomach problems and mood and anxiety disorders.

(5) Since Decembet 1., 2006, the claimant did not have an

impairment or combination of impairments which met or
medically equaled the sevetity of an impairment listed h 20

CFR Part 404, SubpaLtt P, -{ppendix 1 Q0 CFR 404.1525

and 404.1,526).

5
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(6) Medical imptovement occuffed as of Decembet 1,2006 Q0
cFR 404.15e4(bx1)).

(7) The medical imptovement is telated to the abiìity to wotk
because, as of Decembet L, 2006, the claimant's CPD
impaitment(s) no longet met or medically equaled the same

listing(s) that was met at the time of the CPD (20 CFR
404.1,5e4(cX3XÐ).

(S) As of Decembet 1, 2006, the claimant continued to have a

severe impafument or combination of impairments (20 CFR
404.1,se4(Ð(6)).

(9) Based on the impaitments present as of Decembet 1,2006,
the claimant had the tesidual functional capacity to perform
a raîge of unskilled light work. Flowever, the claimant is

ptecluded from concenttated exposure to fumes, odots,
dusts, gases, and poot ventilation. In addition, the claimant
has non-exertional limitations, which limits her to simple,
routine, tepetitive tasks at a low ptoduction pace and low
stless envÍonment.

(10) As of December 1., 2006, the claimant was unable to
perform past relevant wotk (20 CFR 404.1,565).

(1 1) On Decembet 1, 2006, the claimant was a younger
individual age 1.8-49 (20 CFR 404.1,563).

(12) The claimant has at least a high school education and is

able to communicate in English (20 CFR 404.1,564).

(13) Beginning on Decembet 1, 2006, transfetability of iob
skills is not material to the determination of disability
because using Medical-Vocational Rules as a framewotk
supports a finding that the claimant is "not disabled,"
whethet or not the claimant has transferable job skills

(See SSR 82-41, and 20 CFR Part 404, Subpart P,

-,\ppendix 2).

(14) As of December 1,2006, considering the claimant's age,

education, work expetience, and residual functional
capacrty based on the impaitments present as of

6
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December 1, 2006, the claimant was able to petform a

significant number of jobs in the nattonal economy (20

CFR 404.1560(c) and 404.'t 566).

(15) The claimant's disability ended as of Decembet 1,,2006
(20 cFR 404.1se4(Ð(8).

Qr.22-32.)
V. ANALYSIS

Plaintiff raises four issues. First, Plaintiff atgues that the ALJ failed to propetly

evaluate her credibiJity. (Docket Ent"y 9 at 9-1,4.) Second, Plaintiff contends the AIJ

committed reversible error by failing to ptopetly apply the "medical improvement" standatd.

(Id. at 7-8.) Third, Plaintiff asserts that the ALJ failed to follow the eight-step medical

improvement standard applicable in termination cases. Qd. at 8-9.) Fourth, Plaintiff

contends that the AIJ etred by failing to reconcile a conflict between the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles ("DOT") and VE testimony. (Id. at2-6.) As explained below, Plaintiffs

fìnal argument has merit and the undetsigned consequently recommends temand.

A. The ALJ's Credibility Determination and RFC Determination Are Suppoted
by Substantial Evidence.

Plaintiff contends that the ALJ's credrbility analysis is in etror and in so doing also

takes issue with the ALJ's RFC determination. Qd. at 9-1,4.) The Fouth Circuit Coutt of

Appeals has adopted a two-step process by which the ,AIJ must evaluate a claimant's

symptoms. First, the ALJ must detetmine if the plaintiffs medically documented

impairments could teasonably be expected to cause plaintiffls alleged symptoms. CraigT6

tr.3d at 594. The second step includes an evahnlon of subjective evidence, considedng

7
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claimant's "statements about the intensity, petsistence, and limiting effects of fclaimant's]

symptoms." Id. at 595 (citing 20 C.F.R. SS 416.929(c)(4) and a0aJ'529(c)@.) "The ALJ

must consider the following: (1) a claimant's testimony and othet statements concerning pain

or other subjective complaints Q) claimant's medical history andlabotatory findings; (3) any

objective medical evidence of pain; and (4) any other evidence relevant to the sevetity of the

impairment." Grubfui u. Astrue, No. 1:09CV364,2010 nfl- 5553617, at x3 CW.D.N.C. Nov'

18, 2010) (unpublished) (citing C*tg 76 F.3d at 595;20 C.F.R. $ a0a.1529(c)).) "Other

evidence" refers to factors such as claimant's daily activities, duration and frequency of pain,

treatment othet than medication received fot telief of symptoms, and any othet measures

used to relieve claimant's alleged pain. Id. SSR 96-7p, Assessing the Credibilifit of an Indiuidøal's

Statements, also instructs the ALJ to "consider the entire case record" and tequires a

credibiJity determination to "contain specific reasons for the finding on ctedibility,

suppoted by the evidence in the case tecord[.]" SSR 96-7p. An ALJ's credibility

determination receives "substantial deference." Saye u. Chater, No. 95-3080, 1997 WL

232305,^txl (4th Cir. May 8,1.991) (unpublished).

Flere, the ALJ completed both steps of the Craig analysis. The AIJ initially

considered the evidence of tecord and concluded that "the claimant's medically determinable

impairments could have reasonably been expected to ptoduce the alleged symptoms." (Ir.

29.) Then, the ALJ went on to perform the next step of the Craig analysis, concluding

futhet that "the claimant's statements concetning the intensity, persistence and limiting

effects of these symptoms ate not ctedible to the extent they are inconsistent with the

8
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residual functional capacity assessment fot the reasons explained below." Qd.) The ALJ

proceeded to pattially discounte Plaintiffs credibility as follows. First, the AtJ teasoned that

despite discomfort Plaintiff had "greater exertional abilities than she admits to" because she

can "move about and use het arms and legs in a satisfactory manner." Qd.) The ALJ

supported this conclusion by pointing to (1) a lack of complaints tegatding self-catr, Q)

Plaintiffs statement to a medical consultant that she "ran ettands with het father" arrd that

she "kept up with her self-care and did not let it go," (3) Plaintiffs testjmony that she

petformed household chotes until she tited, and (4) PlaintifPs February 1,9,2007 statement

to a treating physician that she was doing fairly well and voicing no concerns or complaints.

(Id. at30.)

Second, the ÂIJ addressed Plaintiffs testimony regarding neuropathy of the feet,

noting that "there is very minimal objective evidence subsequent to Decembet 1, 2006 1n

regards to this allegation." (Id.) He also noted (1) that the medical evidence "suggests that

once the claimant's medications [dudng chemotherapy] wete adjusted, that thete were no

futher complaints of neuropathy," Q) that it was noted by a physician in August 11, 2007

"that the claimant looked well" and "[t]here was no lower exttemity edema," (3) that

claknant tolerated Arimidex well, and (4) that there was no objective medical evidence

substantiating PlaintifPs allegation that after standing fot {ìfteen to twenty minutes her feet

began to hurt. (Id.)

Third, as to Plaintiffs allegations of back pain, the ALJ noted that MRI's of her

thoracic and lumbar spine revealed no acute compression fractute, though thete were mild

9
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thoracic disc bulges, a small protrusion 
^tT1.0-1.'1., 

and a small left lateral herniation atT5-6

with minimal effacement of the thotacic cord. (Id.) Fourth, in addtessing PlaintifPs

complaints of chest pain, the ALJ noted that July 1.3, 2007 chest x-rays revealed no

significant interval changes, surgical clips in the left axtlfa and aleft breast implant in place,

aî appanently intact bony thotax, clear lungs, and no active chest disease ot evidence of

metatastic disease. (Id. at 29-30.) F'ifth, as to Plaintifls stomach problems, the ALJ pointed

to a September 11,,2007 evaluation by a physician noting that het CT scan and uppet and

lower endoscopies were completely negative, no ulcer was seen, but that Plaintiff was undet

stress from a family situation. (Id. at 30.)

Sixth, the ,AIJ concluded that Plaintiffs deptession and anxiety wete the source of

some limitation, but that nevertheless, Plaintiff was capable of taking care of her own

personal needs and that she could think, communicate, actin her own intetest, and get along

with others. Qd.) The AIJ noted that despite a diagnosis of both depression and anxiety by

her pdmary carc physician, Plaintiff received very little mental health treatment. Qd.)

Âtthough Plaintiff sought limited mental health support from het doctor, Erin I{. Taylor,

Ph.D., and while Dt. Taylot provided a statement regatding Plaintiffs depression, the ALJ

noted that Dr. Tay\or did not provide any specific limitations due to mental impairment. (Id.)

The AIJ further noted that one of Plaintiffs pdmary care physicians, Dt. 'V7heless,

diagnosed her with anxiety and prescribed various medications, which Plaintiff repotted

improved het symptoms on March 1, 2007. Qd.) Ânothet physician who treated Plaintiff

noted on September 11, 2007, that Plaintiff was under 
^ 

grea;t deal of stress from a family

10
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siruation, which was a greatpart of Plaintiffs ptoblem. (Id.) Plaintiff admitted that she had

significant ptoblems involving het husband and son, but these ptoblems tesolved, and at the

hearing Plaintiff testifìed that the resolution occuted pdor to her seeking mental health

treatment. Qd.) The ,\LJ thus concluded that when Plaintiff is compliant with treatment it

was beneficial to het overall mental health and well-being and that she was ptecluded ftom

high stress work, work involving complex or detailed tasks found in skilled work, but not

from performing unskilled wotk involving simple, toutine and repetitive tasks. (1/.)

Finally, the ÂIJ noted that Dr. Taylor provided a statement on October 24, 2007

indicating that Plaintiffs quality of life had been advetsely affected by het physical ailments

and that she had to cease many instrumental activities of daily living. (Id. at 31'.) However,

the ALJ noted futthet that no fteating or examining physician offeted any opinio¡ that after

December 1,, 2006 Plaintiff was unable to u/otk. Qd. ^t 31,.) Consequently, the ALJ

attributed substantial weight to the findings of the state agency medical consultants who

concluded that Plaintiff could perform 
^ 

r^rrge of light wotk with environmental limitations

and to a state 
^geîcy 

psychologist that concluded that Plaintiff had moderate testrictions in

activities of daily living, mild difficulties in matntaining social functioning, modetate

difficulties in maintaining concentration, persistence or pacq and no episodes of

decompensatton. Qd.)

The ALJ conclude this analysis by noting that he had evaluated Plaintiffs allegations

in the light most favorable to her, but concluded that "[i]n light of the inconsistencies noted

above, together with the totality of the medical evidence, þe] [did] not find persuasive the

1,1,
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claimant's allegations of inability to perform any wotk subsequent to December 1, 2006."

(1/.) Consequently, the ALJ limited Plaintiff to the performance of unskilled, light wotk, but

precluded het from concentrated exposure to fumes, odots, dusts, gasses, and poor

ventilation. (Id. at28.) Plaintiff was likewise limited to simple, toutine, tepetitive tasks, at a

low production pace, and low stress environmerft. (Id.)

Having teviewed both the bdefs of the parties and the entire recotd, the undersigned

concludes that the ALJ's credibility analysis and the RFC ate supported by substantial

evidence. Plaintiffs arguments to the corrtraLry are not petsuasive. Plaintiff contends that

the ,AIJ failed to state specific reasons fot his credibility detetmination and failed futthet to

considet Plaintiffs allegations of pain. (Docket Entty 9 at 9-1.4.) This is simply not true, as

should be evident in light of the ,{IJ's lengthy credibiJity determination described above. As

explained above, and demonsttated in greater detail below, the ALJ petmissibly considered

factors such as PlaintifPs repoted dúly acnvities of self-care, tunning errands with het

father, petfotming household tasks, reports to her consultative and tteattng physicians of

gte ter capability and fewet complaints than she stated in suppott of het disability claim, the

absence of contemporaneous medical tecords substantiating her complaints of limited

standing capabilities, her minimal mental health treatment tecord, and the beneficial effects

of ptescribed medications.

Moteovet, it is significant that the recotd is barren of a relevant opinion that Plaintiff

is permanently disabled aftet Decembet 1,2006, or treatment tecords indicating resttictions

more significant than those set fotth in the RFC. See Høtton ,. QrtL 175 F.3d 651, 655 (8th

1.2
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Ctr. 1,999) (holding that a lack of physical resttictions from a ftealJrng source tends agunst a

finding of total disabiliry); Hilton-IWillians u. Barnbart, Civ. ,{.. No. 7:05cv00674,2006 WL

3099648, x3 
CX/.D.Va. Oct. 24,2006) (unpublished) (finding that a mere diagnosis absent any

evidence of actual functional limitations was insuffìcient to establish disability). .,\dditionally,

evidence from non-examining physicians-such as the state agency consultants in this

case-can constitute substantial evidence to support a finding of non-disability to the extent

they are consistent with the tecotd. See, e.!., Smitl¡ a. Schweicker,T95 tr.2d 343,345-346 (4th

Cir. 1986); Gordon u. Schweiker,725 F.2d 231,,235 (4th Cir. 1,984).

Plaintiff does contend, however, that there ate crittcal flaws in the ALJ's assessment

of PlaintifPs neuropathy in her feet, back pain, chest pain, abdominal pain, and anxiety and

depression. (Docket Entry 9 at 1.0-12.) The undersigned does not agree. The ÂIJ did not

err in panally discounting Plaintiffs complaints of chest and abdominal pain, because as

Defendant correctly points out, the record documents het tteating soutces' inabiJity to

identift causative impairments responsible fot these pains. (Docket Etttty 1.2 at'1.7-1.8 citing

Tr. 2"1.1, 221,238,257, 269-70, 271., 275,287,289,291.,293,376.) See 20 C.F'.R. 404.1,529(a)

("statements about your pain ot other symptoms will not alone establish that yot are

disabled; there must be medical sþs and labotatory findings which show that you have a

medical impairment(s) which could reasonably be expected to produce the pain or other

symptoms alleged"). Regarding PlaintifPs neuropathy of the feet, the ,\LJ did not find "no

evidence" of foot neuropathy, as Plaintiff contends (Docket Etttty 9 at'1,0), but instead "urty

minimal objective evidence." Qt. 29; rce 398, 401..) Likewise, the AIJ acknowledge

1,3
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Plaintiffs back issues. Qr. 29; see "1.70, 202, 295.) The ,{,LJ concluded that PlaintifPs

complaints of pain as to her neuropathy and back issues were not entirely ctedible given the

minimal amount of objective evidence present. These findings ate supported by substantial

evidence.

Regarding Plaintiffs mental restrictions, Plaintiff points to a note made by a state

^geîcy 
consultant, Dr. Steinmuller, who conducted a consultative psychological exam and

concluded that Plaintiff "was able to undetstand, retain, and follow instructions, bal coald not

alwa1s adequateþ søstain attention to canlt them to wmpletion in a convctfasbion." Qr.326) (emphasis

added.) Plaintiff contends that the ALJ erted in concluding that Plaintjff could understand,

retain, and follow directions, while ignoting the remainder (italicized pottion) of Dr.

Steinmuller's conclusion. (Docket Enry 9 at 1,1,.) Yet, the ALJ acknowledged this very

language in step two CIr. 26-27) and Dr. Steinmuller's tepott was before the state agency

consultant when he issued his mental RFC assessment. Qd. ^t 171.-74.) Thus, Dt.

Steinmuller's observation forms pat of the basis of the non-exettional limitations set foth

by the AfJ in Plaintiffs RFC. The,{LJ's findings in this regard are well-supported.

Last, Plainttff crittcizes the ALJ's conclusion that her ctedibiJity was diminished in

part because she tends to her petsonal needs and does things atound the house "when she is

up to it." Q)ocket Enry 9 at 1,2.) However, the ALJ propedy considered Plaintiffs

activities of daily living as one of many factors in his credibility analysis, including attending

to her own personal care, tunning errands with het fathe4 and petforming household chotes

until she was tired. Qr. 26,29,324-25.) The Fourth Citcuit has toutinely upheld negative

1,4
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credibility assessment's based in part on claimants' abilities to petform such activities. See,

e.g., Mastm,270 F.3d at 175,179; Mickles u. Shalala,29 F.3d 91,8,927 (4th Cir. 1,994); Cross u.

Heckler,79sF.2d1,'1,63,1166 (4th Ch. 1986). In shott, the ALJ's ctedibility analysis and RFC

are both supported by substantial evidence.

il. The ALJ Did Not Misapply the '.Medical Improvement" Standard, Nor
Did He Fail to Follow the Eight-Step Medical Improvement Standard.

Plaintiffs next two arguments ovedap considetably and will therefore be considered

together. Plaintiff coritends that "fa]lthough the medical recotds document fPlaintiffs]

bteast c ncen is stablefl the AIJ fails to identift substantial evidence of recotd that

demonstrates a return in þet] abiJity to work." (Docket Entty 9 at7-8.)s Plaintiff contends

further that "fa]lthough the ALJ recites the . . . eight step[] fmedical imptovement standatd]

he fails to follow these steps in making his determiîàtfon" because "the AIJ completely

disregards the medical evidence of the residual effects of the cancer and its treatment." (Id.

^t 
9.) Thetefore, Plaintiff concludes, "there is no improvement in fPlaintifPs] ability to

engage in work functions." (Id.) These arguments lack merit.

Speciûcally, at step two, the AfJ concluded that Plaintiff "did not have 
^rt

impairment or combination of impairments which met or medically equaled the sevetity of

an impaitment listed in 20 C.F.R. Part 404, Subpan P, Appendix 1." Çr. 25.) ,{nd, at step

three, the ,AIJ concluded that medical imptovement had occurred as of December 1, 2006.

In suppott the ALJ noted that:

s The undersþed addresses separately below Plaintiffs contention that thete ís tn apparent conflict
in VE testimony with the DOT.

15
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The medical evidence supports a finding that, as of Decembet
1., 2006, there had been a decrease in medical severity of the
impairments present at the time of the CPD. Specifically, the

claimant was followed and tteated by J. David Tutner, M.D. of
the Northeast Oncology ,{.ssociates. Dt. Tutner repotted on
August 11,2006 that the claimanthad a history of breast c îcer
diagnosed tt 2001,. The claimant was treated with a left
mastectomy. She also received adjuvant chemotherapy with 4
cycles of FEC followed by 2 cycles of Taxol. Subsequently, the
claimant developed neuropathy and the Taxol was discontinued.
She was then placed on Tamoxifen for adlrant endocdne
therapy, which the claimant toletated poody. Thetefote, the
claimant was started on Arimidex in .,\ptil 2003. Dr. Turner
concluded on Âugust 11,,2006, that the claimant's bteast c ncet
and other comordibities appeated to be stable with no signs of
recuffent breast c ncer. On Febru^ry 8, 20001, the claimant
underwent a unilatetal dght scteening mammogtam, which
revealed no signifìcant focal abnormality. A comparison was

made with mammograms petformed on February 7, 2006 and

January 12,2005. No significant changes were demonstrated.
There was [a] tiny benign appearing nodulat density in the
retro^reolar tegion, which was stable. Rate benign calcifications
were also seen. There were no suspicious abnormalities evident.
(Exhibit 5F).

In addition, bone density testing petfotmed on September "1.4,

2006 rcvealed normal bone density and improvemerit in het
lumbar spine bone density. @,xhibit 5F).

Qr.27.)

Plaintiff does not challenge the ALJ's finding at step two, that she did not meet a

listing, or step three, that she has expetienced medical improvement. Plaintiff, as noted, in

fact concedes that the breast c ncer upon which her disability benefits were based was

stable. Instead, Plaintiff contests the ALJ's conclusion at the foutth step of this process, in

which the ALJ concluded that the medical improvement of her bteast cancet was related to
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her ability to work. pocket Entry 9 at7-9.) Specifìcally, Plaintiff contends that because het

breast cancer treatment left residual effects, the medical imptovement she expetienced has

not resulted in an increased work capacíty. (Id.)

This argument lacks medt, because-as Defendant points qu¡-¡hs fact that

Plaintiffs breast c îcer is in stable remission, and no longet meets or equals Listing 13.10,

meâns that her medical improvement is related to het ability to wotk pursuant to 20 C.F.R. S

40 4.1, 59 4(c)(3) (i). That tegulation states:

If our most recent favotable decision was based on the fact that
yout impairment(s) at the time met ot equaled the sevetity
contemplated by the Listing of Impairments in appendix 1 of
this subpatt, aî assessment of yout tesidual functional capaciq
would not have been made. If nedical improuenent has occørred and

the seueri[t of the prior irnþairmentþ) no longer meets or equals the same

listing section used to make our nost recentfauorable decision, we willfind
that the nedical imþrouement was related to lour abili4t to work.

.,{.ppendix 1 of this subpatt descdbes impaitments which, if
severe enough, affect a petson's ability to wotk. If the appendix
level of sevedty is met ot equaled, the individual is deemed, in
the absence of evidence to the corrtlary, to be unable to engage

in substantial gainful activity. If there has been rzedical inprouement to

the degree that tlte requirement of the listing section is no /onger met or

equaled, then the medical improuement is related to loar abili\t to work.

We must, of course, also establish that you can curently engage

in gainful activity befote finding that yout disability has ended.

20 C.tr.R. S 404.1594GX3XÐ (emphasis added).

In this case, the ALJ properþ determined that Plaintiff no longer had an impairment

ot combination of impairments equal to the same listingthatwas met at the time of her last

disabiJity determination. Plaintiffs initial disability determination tutned on het
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demonstrating that she met the requirements fot Medical Listing 13.09@) Qr 34.)6 See 20

C.F.R. Pt. 404, Subpt. P, App. 1, Medical Listing S 13.09(8). Thus, no assessment of

Plaintiffs tesidual functional capacity was made at the time of her initial disability

determination. See 20 C.F'.R. S 404.1594GX3XÐ. Because Plaintiff no longet met or equaled

the same listing that she met when she was pteviously found disabled, substantial evidence

necessarily suppoÍts the AIJ's finding that her medical imptovemerìt was related to het

ability to do wotk. See id.] Remand is not warranted on this issue.

IV. The AIJ Erred in Concluding That Plaintiff Can Perform Other Work
Existing in Substantial Numbers in the National Economy and Remand
Is Required.

In his decision, the A{ concluded that Plaintiff had the following medically

detetminable impairments: disorders of the back, neuropathy of the feet, stomach problems,

u As Defendant conectly points out, Listing 13.098 denotes disabling malignant neoplastic disease

of the thyroid gland, involving carcinoma with metastases beyond the regional lymph nodes despite
radioactive iodine thetapy. See 20 C.F.R. Part 404, Subpart P, Appendix 1 513.09þ). Listing 13.10

denotes disabling breast cancer. 1/. S 13.10. It therefote appears that the wrong code was entered as

the applicable medical Listing at the time of Plaintiffs previous disability detetmination, despite an

acknowledgement of her prtrnary diagnosis of "Malignant Neoplasm of Bteast." [r. 34.)
1 

See e.g., Hahl a. Coluin, No. CIV-12-797-M, 201,3 WL 3326778, *7 CIí.D. Okla. June 28, 2073)
("ÂLJ Stults-the second ÂLJ-found that Plaintiffs impairments did not meet or equal listed
severity after October 5,2006.. . . Plaintiff does not challenge these findings . . . fot this 'second'

pedod of disability. By determining that Plaintiffs impairments . . . did not meet listed severity after
that date, ALJ Stults obviously found a decrease in the medical severity of Plaintiffs mental
impaitments and, undet the regulations, that medical improvement had occutred. Undet these same

regulations, the medical impairment that occured is deemed related to Plaintiffs ability to wotk.")
(citations omitted); Euans u. Astrze, No. 4:08--cv-66, 20"1,0 WL 276179, zt *8 @.D. Tenn. Jan. 75,
2010) ('Flhe ÂLJ ptoperþ found that medical imptovement occurred as of February 29,2004,
because Plaintiffs impairments no longer met or equaled section 13.02ß) of the Listing of
Impairments. A.s the ALJ noted, tJre medical evidence showed that Plaintiff no longer had a

recurrence of cancer since she underwent surgery in December 1999. The medical expert also

reviewed the entire record and concluded that Plaintiffs impairments were not of listing-level
severity. Since Plaintiffs impairments were no longet of listingJevel severity, the ALJ propedy
found Plaintiffs medical improvement was related to her ability to do work.") (citation omitted).
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and mood and anxiety disorders. Qr. 23.) In calculating PlaintifPs RFC, the ,{,LJ, in

pertinent pan, limited her to simple, routine, tepetitive tasks at a low ptoduction pace, and

low stress environment. (Id. at 28) At the hearing, in his hypothetical to the VE, the ,{IJ

consequently limited Plaintiff to performing "simple, routine, tepetitive jobs of a low-stress,

non-production nature." (Id. at 442.) Based on VE testimony, the ALJ concluded that

despite these limitations Plaintiff can wotk in "teptesentative occupations such as a

sedentary and unskilled surveillance monitor." (Id. at32.) This job tequires a teasoning level

of three. -1¿¿ Surveillance System Monitor, DOT No. 379.367-01,0, 1991 WL 613244.8

Plaintiff now argues that the AIJ ered because a limitation to simple, toutine, tepetitive

tasks at a low ptoduction pace and low stress environment is inconsistent with petformance

of this position. pocket E.ttry 9 at 2-6.)e

8 Although the ALJ did not mention this, the VE also stated that an individual with Plaintiffs
limitations could petform the work of a mail cletk. Çt 441-42.) This wotk also requires a

reasoning level of three. Mail Cletk, DOT S 209.687-026, L997 WL 671813.

' The DOT defines six reasoning levels which ascend in incteasing levels of complexity. Fot
example, the DOT has defined the fitst four reasoning levels as follows:

04 Level Reasoning Development
Apply pdncþles of rational systems to solve ptactical problems and

deal with a variety of concrete variables in situations where only
limited standardization exists. Interptet a vane|y of instructions
furnished in wdtten, oral, diagrzmmatic, or schedule form. . . . .

03 Level Reasoning Development
Appù clmmlnsenre ønderstanding to carry oal instructions fømisbed in wriften,

oral, or diagrammatic þrm. Deal with problems inuolring seaeral concrele

aariables in orfron standardiryd siîøations.

02 Lev el Reasoning D evelopment
Âpply cornmonsense understanding to c rry out detailed but
uninvolved written ot otal instructions. Deal with ptoblems involving

't9
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Plaintiff consequently contends that:

.,{.ccotding to the DOT, teasoning level <('I22 jobs c n be

performed by an individual who can understand and catry out
simple instructions and leveI "2" jobs can be peformed by an

individual who can understand and carry out "detailed but
uninvolved written or oral instructions." Thus, jobs 

^t ^teasoning level of "3," a.s was identiñed by the VE! entail even
more complex abilities than performing detailed instructions,
and certainly could not be perfotmed by the claimant, who, per
the ALJ, has limitations "which limits her to simple, toutine,
tepetitive tasks."

(Docket E.rtty 9 at 4.)

In support of this contention, Plaintiff points to SSR 00-4p, which provides that:

Occupational evidence provided by a VE ot VS genetally
should be consistent with the occupational infotmation supplied
by the DOT. 'Vlhen there is 

^n ^pparerlt 
untesolved conflict

between VE or VS evidence and the DOT, the adjudicator must
elicit a teasonable explanation fot the conflict befote teþing on
the VE ot VS evidence to suppott a determination or decision
about whethet the claimant is disabled. At the heatings level, as

patt of the adjudicator's duty to fully develop the record, the
adjudicatot will inquire, on the tecord, as to whethet or not
there is such consistency. . .

'VØhen 
a VE or VS provides evidence about the tequfuements of

a job ot occupation, the adjudicator has ^î afftrnattve
responsibility to ask about any possible conflict between that
VE or VS evidence and information ptovided in the DOT. In
these situations, the adjudicator will:

a few conctete variables in or ftom standardtzed situations.

01 Level Reasoning Development
Apply comrnonsense undetstanding to carry out simple one- or two-
step instructions. Deal with standardtzed situations with occasional ot
no variables in ot from these situations encoufltered on the job.

DOT, Appendix C auai la b le ar ln:r:p: / / www. oalj. dol.gov / PUBLIC / DOT/RE FE RENCES /D OTAP
PC.HTM (emphasis added) (hereafter "DOT, Appendix C.")
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Ask the VE ot VS if the evidence he ot she has

provided conflicts with information ptovided in
the DOT; and

If the VE's ot VS's evidence appears to conflict
with the DOT, the adjudicator will obtain a

teasonable explanation for the 
^ppaLteît 

conflict.

llhen vocational evidence ptovided by a VE ot VS is not
consistent with infotmation in the DOT, the adjudicator must
resolve this conflict befote reþing on the VE ot VS evidence to
support a determination or decision that the individual is or is
not disabled. The adjudicatot will explain in the detetmination
ot decision how he ot she resolved the conflict. The adjudicatot
must explain the tesolution of the conflict irtespective of how
the conflict was identified.

SSR 00-4p, (Jse of Vocational Expert and Vocational Specialist Euidenæ, and Other Reliable

O ccap ati o n a I I rforw atio n in D i s a b i li ry D e ci s i o n s.

The threshold question here becomes whether Plaintiffs RFC limitation to simple,

routine, tepetitive tasks at a low ptoduction pace and low sttess environment necessarily

conflicts with a teasoning level of three. The Foutth Citcuit Coutt of Âppeals has not

specifically addressed in a published decision the corelation between the DOT teasoning

levels and an RFC timiting a clatmant to simple, toutine, repetitive wotk. The Citcuit courts

that have addressed the issue have splitlo as have m^îy district courts-including district

to Compare Hackenî u. Bamhart, 395 F.3d 7768, 1,1.76 (10th Cir. 2005) (finding 
^ppaircrft 

conflict
between job requiring reasoning level three and claimant's limitation to simple and roudne work
tzsks) with Tenlt u. Aslrøe,580 F.3d 477, 478 (7th Cir. 2009) (frnding no conflict between iob
requfuing reasoning level of three and claimant's limitation to simple work) and Rerfrow u. Astrue, 496

F.3d 918, 921 (ïth Cu. 2007) (firdirg no âpparent conflict between job requiring reasoning level

t}ree and claimant's inability to do complex technical wotk). Although the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals has not definitively addtessed tlre issue, the majority of district courts within the Ninth
Circuit have concluded that there is a conflict between a limitation to simple, toutine, repetitive
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courts in the Fouth Circuit.ll In a previous case, the undersigned concluded that a

limitation to simple, toutine, tepetitive tasks is consistent with a reasoning of level two, but

left open the issue of whether a reasoning level of three was consistent with such a

limitation. Green u. Coluin, No. 1:10CV561, 201,3 WL 32061'L4, x8-9 (M.D.N.C. J,ane 24,

201,3) adopted fu 201,3 WL 481,1705 (À4.D.N.C. Sep 09,201,3). Soon theteaftet, however, the

undersigned was confronted by the issue taised in this case and concluded that there was an

appzLreît conflict between a limitation to simple, routine, repetitive jobs and jobs requiring a

work and level three reasoning. See Espinoqa u. Astrue, No. 5:12-cv-00544-OP, 201,3WL 327889, at
x3 (C.D. Cal. Jarr. 29,2073) (unpublished) (recognizing that the Ninth Circuit has not addtessed the

issue dfuectly, but "the weþht of authority in this Circuit holds that a limitation to simple, tepetitive
or routine tasks is incompatible with a reasoning level of 3") (collecting cases).
11 

Compare lYilliams u. Astrue, Civil No. 3:1,1,CY592-MOC-DSC,2072WL 4756066, x5 [)ø.D.N.C.
Ãug. 27, 2012) (unpublished) ('Because the ,\LJ limited Plaintiff to unskilled wotk, and the VE
suggested jobs with a teasoning development level of three or lower, thete was no conflict between

the VE's testimony and the DOT."); Thacker u. Astrue, No. 3:11CV246-GCM-DSC, 2011 WL
775421.8, at x4 (lüØ.D.N.C. Nov. 28, 2077) (unpublished) ('The requirements of GED reasoning

level three are consistent with a limitation to simple, unskilled work. Jobs classified at reasoning level

thtee require the worker to '[a]pply commonsense undetstanding to c rty out instrucdons .'

Thus, reasoning level three is very similat to teasoning levels one and t-o.') (unpublished) (citation
omitted) with Graham-V/illir u. Coluiru, No. 1:12-cv-02489-JMC,2013WL 6840465, *7 p.S.C. Dec.

27 , 2073) ('In the District of South Caroitna. . . the court has tepeatedly found that a limitation to
simple or routine tasks conflicts with jobs requiring a GED teasoning level of three and that such a

conflict must be addressed and resolved by the ALJ.') (collecting cases); Lee u. Colrin, No. 1:12CV-
00161-H88,2013 WL 1878888, x9-10 (ìø.D. I9. Mry 3,2073) (unpublished) (concluding that "the
case will be remanded to allow the Commissioner to addtess the apparent conflict between

Ptaintiffs inability to perform more than simple inst¡uctions and the level 3 teasoning tequired by
the surveillance system monitot job identified by the vocational expett"); Løne a. Aslrue, No. 2:11

cv6,2012WL 1,032705, at *5 
CX/.D.N.C. March 9,2072) (unpublished) ('Because the ALJ did not

inquire on the record as to whether the vocational evidence was consistent with the DOT and did
not obtain any explanation fot the apparent conflict between the ALJ's assessment that Plaintiff was

limited to simple wotk involving one or two step tâsks and instructions and the vocational expett's

testimony that Plaintiff could perform jobs with a reasoning level of three, the AfJ ered by relying
on the tesdmony.");Yurek u. Astrue, No. 5:08cv500-FL, 2009 $øL 2848859, at *8-9 (E.D.N.C. Sept.

2,2009) (unpublished) (remand required where the -ALJ fails to obtain explanation for an âpparent

conflict between the vocadonal expert's testimony that a clair,:rant could perfotm a job that the DOT
classified as reasoning level three when the ALJ limited the claimant to simple and repetitive tasks).
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GED reasoning level of three and that such a conflict must be addtessed and tesolved by the

,\fJ. See lWeauer u. Coluia, C/,\ No. 1:10CV582,2013 ìfL 3989561 (À4.D.N.C. ,\ug. 2, 201,3)

adopted fu 201,3WL 4768178 (À4.D.N.C. Sep 05,201,3).

The undetsigned has consideted the issue anew, yet finds no reason to deviate ftom

his prior reasoning. More specifically, having catefully consideted the issue, the undetslgned

is persuaded by the reasoning undetþing those cases holding that thete is ^î ^pp^neît

conflict between jobs requiring a reasoning level of three and a claimant's limitation to

simple, routine, tepetitive jobs. Jee, e.g., Hackett,395 F'.3d at1,176 (concluding that "level-two

teasoning appears mote consistent with Plaintiffs RtrC [fot simple and routine work

tasksl"); Tødino u. Barnhart, No. 06-CV-2487-BEN $MA), 2008 \fL 41.61.443, at * 1.1 (S.D.

Cal. Sept. 5, 2008) ("Level-two reasoning appears to be the bteaking point fot those

individuals limited to performing only simple tepetitive tasks."). Remand is thus proper.

Also, here, the ALJ did not ask the VE whethet het opinion conflicted with the DOT

desctiption of the jobs she suggested. Futthet, the ALJ did not addtess the issue of the

conflict in her decision. Instead, the ALJ found "þ]utsuant to SSR 00-4p, the vocational

expert's testimony is consistent with the information contained in the Dictionary of

OccaþationalTitlef' Çr. 32.) Thete appears to be no factual basis for this fìnding and it does

not comport with applicable law because the ÂLJ failed to inquire about a conflict between

the VE's opinion and the DOT. The ALJ's omission is not harmless because aÍr

unexplained apparent conflict exists. Following S.S.R. 00-4p, and the above-cited cases

concluding that level three teasoning is inconsistent with a limitation to simple, toutine,
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repetitive tasks, the undersigned concludes that remartd to the ALJ is appropriate to addtess

this appatent urìresolved conflict between the jobs identified by the VE and the DOT's

classification of these jobs. It should be noted, however, that none of this necessarily

means that Plaintiff is disabled under the Act and the undersigned exptesses no opiniorì on

that matter. Nevertheless, in light of all of the above, the undersb".d concludes that the

proper course here is to temand this matter fot futhet administrative proceedings.

VI. CONCLUSION

-{fter a careful consideration of the evidence of recotd, the Coutt finds that the

Commissioner's decision is not suppotted by substantial evidence. Accotdingly, this Cout

RECOMMENDS that the Commissioner's decision fìnding no disability be REVERSED,

and the matter be REMANDED to the Commissionet undet senterìce fout of 42 U.S.C. S

405G). The Commissionet should be directed to remand the mattet to the AIJ for futthet

administtative action as set out above. To this extent, Plaintiffs Motion for a Judgment

Reversing ot Modi$ring the Decision of The Commissionet of Social Security, ot Remanding

the Cause for a Rehearing @ocket E.,try 8) should be GRANTED and Defendant's

Motion fotJudgment on the Pleadings pocket E.try 11) be DENIED.

Ll{&hter
$tnær Mrgi*rrteJudgp

Dutham, Noth Carohna
Febtuary 11,2014
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